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The modern day Facilities & Workplace professional is faced with a myriad of 
challenges today

• Making Offices a work destination of choice in the Post covid environment

• Net Zero Carbon & Sustainability

• Improving productivity

• Optimising the value of Real Estate & Assets

Data is, whether we realise it or not, driving our everyday lives both personally and 
professionally.  Facilities Managers  are more and more embracing these opportunities to 
add these tools of choice to their toolbox to manage the data available to them more 
effectively.
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The FM challenge



What is the potential impact of these “new” technologies on CRE&FM? 
E.g.:

• IOT – Internet of Things

• BIM & Digital Twins

• VR – Virtual (or Augmented) Reality

• AI - Artificial Intelligence

Where are these technologies leading us:

• Intelligent Buildings, Smart Estates / Campus?
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The FM challenge



Whilst definitions vary – a common theme is the integration of technologies
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What is in an Intelligent (Smart) Building?

Systems that may be integrated in an Intelligent Building
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The Current & Future state

“Intelligent Buildings are part of and increasingly integrated built 
environment”
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Smart Cities 
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Smart Living
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IoT (Internet of Things)

What is IoT?

IoT can be defined as a network of physical devices and objects embedded with 
electrics, software, sensors and network connectivity which enable the collection and 
sharing of data, as well as communication with one another.
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IoT (Internet of Things)

Big Data

• As we increasingly connect more systems, devices and objects, the amount of data 
grows exponentially — IE Big Data.

• The real value in acquiring data is in using it to your advantage.

• One area of use for CRE&FM is reporting and analysis.
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IoT (Internet of Things)

How is IoT being utilised by FM’s?

Within FM, this translates into the introduction of meters, sensors, building systems 
and devices that measure actual behaviour and can communicate and interact with 
other systems, thus creating the ability to use data to adjust behaviours.

Easy enough in new buildings 

• – but existing?
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IoT (Internet of Things)

Digital Twins

A key area of future use for FM’s is the use of BIM 
& Digital Twins.

As time moves on there will be even more of an 

reliance on FM’s to utilise these systems in both new 

& refurbished premises. 

NB 80% of the building stock in 2050 is already built!

Whilst it may sound futuristic the use of Virtual Reality 

(VR) technology is now becoming more commonplace 

for new build and refurbishment projects.
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VR (Virtual Reality)

Create Intelligent, 3D Renderings of Facilities 

VR makes it possible to create detailed, user-friendly three-dimensional renderings of 
your facilities. It incorporates Building Information Modelling (BIM) type files with VR 
technology to generate accurate virtual representations.

These 3D renderings allow you to fully immerse yourself in:

• building maps

• helping to first virtually plan

• design and build facilities

• manage equipment and infrastructure. 
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AI Adoption by Facilities Managers

Hard/ Soft FM Services
Catering 

• Robotic chef's prepare food in the kitchens and autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) and actroids
serve it.

Cleaning 
• AGVs are used for internal and some external cleaning of surfaces. Actroids supersede them for 

certain tasks. Unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) are used for cleaning building facades
Security

• AGVs and drones with Ultra High Definition (UHD) and thermal imaging cameras increase the 
efficiency of security services, whilst reducing risks to personnel.

Maintenance
• Mechanical and electrical services/ Fabric maintenance is planned and organized by smart apps 

and carried out by drones, AGVs and robots. Parts are 3D printed in situ.
Reception

• Actroids perform reception and helpdesk duties supported by smart apps and data analytics. 
Remote monitoring and feedback are assisted by smart apps.

Waste Disposal
• Actroids oversee deliveries by driverless vehicles and co-ordinate porterage duties using AGVs. 

Smart collection points improve removal and recycling of waste   
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AI Adoption by Facilities Managers

AI in Action
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Net Zero Carbon

As you can see the built environment sector is responsible for 40% of the UK’s carbon emissions with 
half of this being operational and embodied carbon. By adopting smarter management of the data that 
FM’s already possess the efficiency gains that will need to be made will be much more easily achieved 
& the challenges we all face more easily addressed;

Where we are Where we will need to be
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Net Zero

So what technologies are FM’s adopting to meet these challenge of integrating the needs to 
meet Net Zero
• Digital twins

• A smarter utilization of data management using “real time data”

• Leads to accurate relevant and timely decision making and an outcome-based approach to 

delivery



With the return (in some form) to the office there will inevitably be demands for FM’s to make 
corporate offices a destination of choice , utilizing the data available to them FM’s can 
• Provides a safe and secure environment via IoT sensors

(Occupancy, VoC, UV Light etc)

• Retain Talent by making the workplace a desirable destination

• Become a key contributor to an organizations productivity output 
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The Workplace 



UK Plc is 17% less productive (efficient ) than the US and France, 

By utilizing data effectively both occupancy of spaces and gauging the contribution of office 
space to output will enhance even further the value of the Workplace to organizations’ bottom 
line.

The increased use of workplace booking systems booking systems and occupancy analysis 
systems are helping FM’s join the data dots to deliver even more value from workplaces.
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Productivity



So where are these technologies leading Faculties Managers n 
the future ?

These data sets now allow Facilities Managers to show the 
added value of their service delivery in terms of Time, Cost and 
Quality of service

By understanding Whole Life costs of buildings & services 
utilizing the data streams available to us from IoT Technology 
and devices such as wearable / mobile tech and good quality 
data (and FM) analysis skills Facilities Managers now have
• Predictable Op Ex and Cap Ex costs both at design and 

operational stages of a facility
• Agile and pro-active management of Facilities by managing 

data in a timely manner
• An increased level of quality in service delivery over the 

whole life of a facility / asset
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Value Optimisation 



Thank you (Q & A)
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We look forward to seeing you in 2022 at ExCeL, London


